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At Kickdynamic we are very fortunate to have 
amazing customers that want to share how they 
are improving their email campaigns and pushing 
boundaries using our platform. In this 2016 review 
we showcase real examples (inkredible, right?) of 
how our customers are using our platform to add 
more personalized content into email automatically 
and consistently.

Sending BAU emails with engaging, personalized content is a big 
challenge for many email marketers. Personalizing every email, 
every week at a 1-2-1 level has just not been achievable. In a recent 
Econsultancy survey 96% of marketers say that personalization is 
awesome but shockingly only 6% are actually doing it. The reason? 
Producing personalized content from email-to-email has been a 
real challenge. At Kickdynamic we’ve been working hard over the 
last 12 months, solving this problem with our OpenTime marketing 
technology platform. 

In a recent 
Econsultancy survey 

96%  
of marketers say 
that personalization 
is awesome but 
shockingly only 6% 
are actually doing it.

Favorite campaigns 
of 2016

The customers showcased in this review are using 
our technology to automate personalized content, 
based on previous behavior, preference, propensity 
and context - all at the time the email is opened. 
When content is automated and personalized in 
this way, build time is dramatically reduced and 
conversion increases for every email.

Take a look and let the team know what you think. 
And a big thank you to our customers for allowing us 
to feature their campaigns in this review. 

The Kickdynamic Team 
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P&O Ferries use a number of open 
time widgets alongside Content 
Automation to deliver live, innovative 
campaigns to their subscribers.

P&O Ferries turned to Open Time Content
Automation to keep email content up
to date at every open. Adding a live blog post
Tag to the email template significantly reduced
email build time; the latest post from each
blog category is automatically displayed in the
email at the moment of open. This was setup 
one and is used across a variety of email 
templates and sends.

Alongside the latest blog posts, P&O 
introduced a personalized image to provide 
an attention grabbing, strong personal 
experience to increase engagement in  
peak campaigns.
   

Around key promotions P&O introduced 
timed images and countdown timers to drive 
urgency, encouraging recipients to complete 
a booking. 

Additionally, they introduced a live currency 
feed into their emails around peak to display 
the latest Pound to Euro currency conversion. 

 Uplift in currency sales 
since using the live currency 
Kickdynamic Tag. 

 Blogs are now one of the top  
10 most clicked items in email.

Results

All parts of the Kickdynamic 
platform have given us 
incredible flexibility. 
Kickdynamic has become our 
go- to method of getting live 
content into our emails. The 
efficiency of building and using 
Tags has reduced the time we 
spend on coding emails, which 
gives us more time to spend  
on other areas. The cumulative 
effect of all the elements of 
Kickdynamic adds up to better 
and more relevant email 
communications to  
our customers.”

Kim Verlinde
CRM Manager
P&O Ferries 

Setting sail with 
Content Automation
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Holland & Barrett use Content 
Automation to generate product 
images for email to reduce the 
design resource required and to 
speed up email build time. The 
resource saved is then spent on 
sending strategic follow ups based 
on in-email behavior.

Using Content Automation, Holland & 
Barrett generated multiple live images, 
each of the latest product from a category 
on their website, to include in a category-  
based email. Three days after send, Holland 
& Barrett analyzed the in- email behavior. 
Quickly and easily, they were able to send 
follow- up emails containing multiple products 
from the click- through category.  

All Holland & Barrett needed to do once 
they’d sent the initial email was to add 
multiple positions into each of the Tags 
to generate product images for additional 
products within the category, thus 
automating the product image  
production process. 

 Utilizing Kickdynamic to 
automate content for follow up 
campaigns based on category 
of click produced significant 
additional revenue. 
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Results

Generating revenue 
through automated,  
targeted followups

Carrie-Anne Rice
Email Campaign Manager
Holland & Barrett International

Content Automation saved  
so much time that we 
were able to use the time 
strategically to send an 
additional email, targeted 
using information we collected 
from a previous send, resulting 
in additional revenue.”

Prior to using Content 
Automation, Holland and 
Barrett didn’t have the 

resource available to send targeted 
follow- up campaigns based on 
in- email behavior. Automating 
this process freed up the time and 
resource to do so.
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Leading supermarket Asda set out to automate their Daily Alerts emails, 
which run for the last 10 days of the month and feature great deals. Prior 
to using Kickdynamic’s Content Automation, these emails were built, tested 
and deployed on a manual per-email basis, with content and offers having a 
limited shelf life post-send. 
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Automating daily alerts: 
the massive time saving

Lucy Bramwell
CRM Planner
Asda

The Daily Alert emails were 
rolled out in Jan 2016 as a 
trial but were so successful 
they became a standard 
activity in our calendar. 
However designing, building, 
testing and sending 10 
additional emails each month 
was a resource challenge. 
Content Automation gave us 
to power to automate this 
content saving us time and 
resource – the content being 
live at open is a huge bonus!” 

Using Open Time Content Automation, Asda 
have successfully automated their Daily Alerts 
emails, significantly reducing email build 
time from a minimum of four of days to an 
afternoon per month.  

The additional benefit of automating content 
in this way is that the content is now LIVE at 
open time, giving the emails longevity.  

Next Steps for 2017 are to add additional 
layers to the automated daily alerts based 
on preference and propensity to purchase to 
deliver a truly automated and personalized 
daily deal to each recipient. 
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On a quest to personalize as much content as 
possible to increase relevancy and drive sales, 
Asda also turned to Content Automation to deliver 
personalized content to recipients based on their 
propensity to purchase from a particular category.  

In place of a generic product offer bar, customers with a 
propensity to purchase pet food are now automatically 
shown 4 products within the pet food category that are 
on offer and have 20 in stock at open time. Products were 
further personalized based on whether a recipient had a 
propensity to buy CAT or DOG products. If a recipient had a 
high propensity for dog, the were shown 4 dog products, if 
they had a propensity for cat they were shown 4 cat products, 
if they has a propensity to buy cat and dog products, they saw 
two cat products and two dog products.

Live Instagram images also feature strategically across 
grocery, Asda Living and George emails to keep content  
in-season and on-trend. 

Timers are used strategically around events and promotions, 
such as a countdown to Christmas, Halloween and for in-store 
events such as the baby and toddler event.  

Propensity to purchase: Delivering truly personalized content

Mandip Kaur
CRM Manager
ASDA

Based on the fantastic results from propensity personalization, we will be 
rolling this out across all BAU emails wherever relevant. Delivering personally 
relevant products made a significant difference to revenue, and automating 
personalized products saved significantly on email build time. Now this has 
been setup it can be added quickly and easily to any email that we choose.”

High propensity for cat:

High propensity for dog:

High propensity for both cat and dog:
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Asda are now using Content Automation to solve a number of content challenges, particularly 
to keep content up-to-date.  

Asda Money uses Content Automation to deliver live currency conversions in email for the two 
highest selling currencies - Pounds and Dollars. This only has to be setup once and the Tag 
added to the template and the latest currency conversion is displayed at every open.  

To increase contextual relevancy and to drive footfall into store, Asda included a nearest store 
section across selected promotional emails.  

Using GEO-Location, the Kickdynamic tag is able to detect the location of open and display the 
nearest stores pinned over a map of the city of open. Upon clicking on ‘Find Store’ recipients 
are given personalised directions to their actual nearest store, powered by GPS.  

To enhance customer experience further, Asda moved towards a more detailed nearest store 
feature, displaying the recipient’s nearest store pinned over a map based on the postcode 
they’d provided at sign up. 

In addition to the nearest 
store widget, Asda used 
context to provide a detailed 
4-day weather forecast at 
the recipient’s nearest store.  
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Dustin, a leading re- seller of IT products and services in the Nordics, use 
Kickdynamic for a advanced personalization and automation scenarios 
including 1- 2- 1 product recommendations based on previously collected 
browse behavior. Using Kickdynamic enables them to show each recipient 
highly personalized products, specific to their particular browse behavior, 
something they tried but were unable to setup before Kickdynamic. 

Directly in the Kickdynamic interface, Dustin 
connect a live API and design a live image 
template. At the point of send, a user 
ID & sendout ID is merged into the live 
Tag, completing the API call returning the 
latest product recommendations for each 
customer. Each time the email is opened, 
the product information is updated, ensuring 
the recipient always sees the latest price and 
discount information. The live image uses 
advanced visibility functionality to display 
different image layers based on differing 
information per product. 

Additionally, Kickdynamic developed the 
capability to choose ‘key variables’ for 
information about a product in the image 
template. Those key variables will then be 
checked for changes on open and cached 
in combination allowing easy control and 
management for when a product may have 
different pricing for B2B and B2C scenarios. 
Therefore it is no longer necessary to segment 
and split sends into types, significantly 
reducing email build and testing time. 
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True 1-2-1 product personalization in email

Jens Borgkvist
Email and Marketing 
Automation Specialist
Dustin

“We’ve been very impressed 
with the Kickdynamic tool as 
a means to build real- time 
product recommendations 
for our customers. With only 
a few hours of initial training, 
we’ve been able to build and 
integrate ourselves content 
rules and components to insert 
directly into our HTML e- mails, 
making an immediate impact 
on our last- click conversion 
rate from e- mail newsletters.

Jordan receives an email
containing the products she’s

previously browsed on site

Matt receives an email 
containing the products he’s  
previously browsed on site

No 
customization 

required 
- all setup in 

the UI.
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August saw the world tune in to the 2016 Olympics Games in 
Rio de Janerio. This highly anticipated, popular event was the 
perfect opportunity for Washington Post to incorporate live 
updates within their emails to ensure their subscribers were 
always up to date with TV schedules and results. 

Using Content Automation, Washington Post included a Live TV schedule 
which updated at every open to show up to the minute race schedules and 
TV coverage. In the same email they displayed a medal table which updated 
at every open. The ability to quickly and easily integrate live content into 
Olympic email coverage meant that subscriber’s received valuable, relevant 
and up- to- date content removing need to send additional update emails 
throughout the day as events unfolded.  
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Innovative Open Time uses around Key Events
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November saw an email marketing first as Washington Post 
brought live US election coverage and breaking news stories to 
their subscribers. Throughout the election, live maps at both 
state and nation wide level updated live as the results  unfolded. 
In addition to these live maps, Washington Post also coupled 
this with live national and state- specific news headlines.  

First up was a live map of the US, which updated at every open to show the 
latest state- by- state poll results. Each state changed colour depending on the 
candidate who was in the lead at the point of open. This then updated and 
changed to a definite colour once a party had officially won the state. This map 
was displayed to every recipient.
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An email marketing first:  
Election coverage live at open time

00:24

06:59

00:19

00:56

Same email, images update every time at open

Industry first. 
Never before 

been done  
in email.
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State based personalization 
based on propensity
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Following the US map, the email also featured a state map 
personalized to the state the recipient had a propensity for. 
 
For example, if a recipient had a propensity to open in Kentucky, they received 
a live map for the state of Kentucky, which updated at every open to show the 
results for each constituency. 

In addition to showing state- by- state election results, Washington Post also 
incorporated live news headlines in their emails. 
 
These worked in a similar way to the election results, where if the recipient has 
a propensity to open in a specific state, the most relevant news headlines for 
that state would be displayed to them. Each of these emails had individual click 
through pages to a more detailed page on the headline. 
 
In the case that there were less than five headlines for that specific state, the 
area/image in the email would automatically hide and be replaced with a 1x1 gif.  

Washington Post is a great example innovative open time email. Leveraging 
Kickdynamic’s advanced Content Automation functionality Washington Post are 
able to deliver news Live in email as it unfolds, keeping their subscribers 100% 
up to date moment by moment. 

Rather than creating 50 dynamic content blocks or segmenting the data into 
50 state-based sends, the state is merged in at the time of send. Each recipient 
automatically sees the most up-to-date image at the moment of open, each 
and every time they open the email.

Jordan Sawyer
Senior Account Manager 
Kickdynamic

This was one of my favorite 
campaigns I worked on this 
year. Instead of creating 50 
segments or complex dynamic 
content, Washington Post 
were able to achieve state 
personalization using Content 
Automation and there was no 
need for multiple send outs 
as events unfolded. Instead, 
the whole process was fully 
automated with the recipient’s 
state merged in at send time. 
Every time the email was 
opened the content was live. 
This was a 2016 highlight for 
me and something I’ve never 
seen done in email before!”

00:19

00:24

00:56

06:59
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In September 2016, the new MBNA Card Services 
App launched. Available for iPhone, iPad and 
Android phone / tablet devices, the new app 
was designed to give users an unrivalled digital 
experience. The app features a host of snazzy 
personalization features so it was fitting to use 
device targeting in email to deliver tailored 
messages to recipients based on their  
specific device. 

The email campaign was deployed to drive existing MBNA 
customers to download the app onto their device allowing 
them to service their own accounts whilst on the go. The 
campaign included two device-targeted images; the first was 
a device-specific animated gif annotating key features of the 
app. The second was a device specific call to action, showing 
the correct app store button based on the opening device. 
Each CTA was also deep-linked to the correct place in the 
appropriate app store: Android users were linked to the 
Google Play store, iPhone and iPad users to the App Store.
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Device detection is a great way to 
encourage app downloads or to direct 
customers to the correct app for their 

device. At the moment of open Kickdynamic 
detects which device is being used to open the 
email. It is then possible to display a specific image 
or CTA based on the device. On the click through, 
the recipient is deep linked through to the app 
into the correct app store for the device. This 
functionality is ideal for increasing app downloads.  

Chris Latham
Digital Communications 
Manager
MBNA

The MBNA Card Services App campaign  
was a tremendous success and met or 
achieved all of the targets set as well as 
becoming the top trending app in the  
App Store during the period of the email  
campaign deployment.”

Increasing app downloads 
through device detection 21.5-inch iMac

iPhone 6

Device specific 
animated hero image
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Dice, the career hub for tech, is a leading recruiter 
for technology professionals and employers. Dice 
had a requirement for an automation solution 
that allowed them to quickly and efficiently 
display jobs from the correct category based on a 
recipient’s skill recorded in their ESP. 

The objective was to increase email engagement through 
advanced open-time personalisation, targeting recipients 
with relevant job posts, and to reduce the time taken to 
create emails campaigns. Using a live jobs feed, Dice were 
easily able to send tech professionals contract opportunities 
that were highly relevant to their specific skill set. Tech 
contractors are always eager to see the latest contracts 
so open-time email was the ideal solution, with the latest 
postings being displayed in the email at every open. As part 
of the testing process, Kickdynamic’s live job listings were 
split tested against an email template with static job listings.  
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Results

The email with a Kickdynamic live 
jobs feed had: 

 Click through rate increased by 

263%
  
 Job applications increased by 

70.37% 
 Quality of job applications 

increased

Duncan Cartledge
Senior Email Executive
Dice

“The Kickdynamic platform 
was easy to use with great 
support on hand when 
needed. Setting up was a 
lot quicker than anticipated 
and the content creation was 
very fast.”



Using open time marketing in your lifecycle email means the content 
is always seasonal, on trend and the latest. This gives you higher 
engagement and interaction within email programs that are very effective 
with no additional changes needed. Remove the major problem of 
content going out of date with this technology and cut email build email 
product time down dramatically.

Embed Kickdynamic Tags into your email campaigns to streamline 
email setup and management and revolutionise your emails so that 
they always show your customers what they need to know, each 
and every time they open your email.

Contact us for a demo of  
the Kickdynamic platform: 

 +44 (0) 20 3514 4609 
 hello@kickdynamic.com
 @kickdynamic
  www.kickdynamic.com


